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When you attain enough deliverance and freedom from Satanic bondage, your right eye will
function as God intended. The right eye is your spiritual monitor. It is a warning system,
created by God, to warn you when you are under attack by evil spirits.

One of the ways that God warns you that evil spirits are attacking is through a vision of
something rapidly approaching your right eye. You may have a vision of a knife, a sharp object,
or even a broken glass coming at you in a vision. Sometimes, the object may take a swipe at
your eye and attack you. At other times, you may see other entities or people.

If this is happening to you, it means several things. First, it means that you have attained a level
of spiritual freedom that your right eye is operating as your spiritual alarm system. This is very
good. Second, when you see these objects coming at you, it means that you are under spiritual
attack. Third, it means that God wants you to fight back in the Spirit, and not become a victim of
this evil.

Some Christians may never get to a place where their right eye is functioning the way that God
intended. For those that do, it is important to know how to fight back against the spiritual evil.

What should we do when our right eye is suffering spiritual attacks? We use our mind to fight
back. The mind is how we interact with the spirit world around us. The mind is the battlefield.
Christians are the special targets of Satan and the witchcraft world, and the evil world has gone
to great lengths to try to take them out.

Here is an example of what you might do to fight back when your right eye is under attack.

1. When an object approaches your eye, such as a knife, then you might do the following:

2. Think of that object that just attacked your eye. Hold it in your mind. Now, think of that knife
rolling up like a roll of tape. Heat up the knife in your mind to the point where it becomes
malleable. Roll up the knife in your mind.

3. In your mind, take the rolled up knife and place it in your hand. Now, make your hand super
hot, to the point where the rolled up knife melts.

4. Take that liquid knife and pour it onto a platter between two giant discs.

5. In your mind, bring the two discs one to the place where the liquefied knife is, and heat the
discs until they are glowing hot, and the knife becomes super hot.

6. Now, press those discs together to make a thin liquid metal pancake out of the knife.

7. Now, in your mind, think of some super hot lasers in a grid pattern cutting the knife (now a
flat thin pancake) into little tiny squares.

8. If at any time, the knife object flips around or moves, keep running it through this type of
process until it is completely lifeless in your mind. This is a sign that the entity still has some life
and needs to be attacked more in your mind.

9. Finally, think of a giant furnace, and deposit the pieces of the knife into the furnace and close
the door.

This is one example of mental warfare against these spirits. If you are attacked multiple times,
try to keep up with each attack and put each one of them through this kind of process.

The goal is to destroy the spiritual life that is in these evil spirits by getting them super hot, and
fragmenting them into little pieces.
Important Concepts
1. The right eye is your spiritual monitor.

2. The mind is where Christians can counter attack these evil spirits.
Tips to help your right eye function properly.
1. Physically, use Theratears eye drops. The evil world has done something to our eyes that
has suppressed the right eye. Using these eye drops will help your eye to regain the balance it

needs. There is a physical and spiritual component to the right eye functioning as God
intended. We need both to be in place.

2. Spiritually, stop sinning, especially sexual sin, including pornography and masturbation. If
you are doing these things, then you will remain in darkness.

3. Spiritually, get as much deliverance as possible. Remove as many of the demons from your
body system as you can.

4. Submit yourself to God's will daily and ask him to take control and use you as an instrument
to fight back against the darkness.

